
















































 

 

 

 

 

April 25, 2022 

 

State of Hawaii  

Department of Health  

Office of Medical Cannabis Control & Regulation  

DUAL USE OF CANNABIS TASK FORCE MEETING   

 

Dear Chairs and Members of Taskforce:  

 

My name is DeVaughn Ward, and I am the senior legislative counsel at the Marijuana Policy 

Project (“MPP”), the largest marijuana policy reform organization in the United States. As you 

may know, MPP has been working to improve marijuana policy for more than 25 years.  

 

I am here today to testify in support of the taskforce undertaking this critical work. Hawaii has 

long been a pioneer in the field of plant-based, alternative medicine. Indeed, Hawaii was the first 

state to adopt medical cannabis by legislature in 2000. Since then, the proliferation of states that 

recognize the medical and therapeutic benefits of cannabis has exploded, growing to 37 states 

that offer medical programs and 18 states that allow access to adults over the age of 21.  

 

As this taskforce begins it work, MPP respectfully asks that the taskforce consider a few things 

as they undertake their work. Legalization touches every facet of government from public safety 

to economic development, social justice to public health, and the list goes on. In each of these 

arenas, it is imperative that the taskforce keep social equity for native Hawaiians and other 

communities ravaged by the war on drugs at the forefront of policies. Social equity has been a 

cornerstone of modern cannabis reform and this taskforce, and indeed the state of Hawaii, can 

build on the restorative justice foundation paved by other states.   

 

Equally important is ensuring continued and seamless access for thousands of 329 cardholders. 

Proposals that allow medical patients the means to access their medicine in ways that don’t add 

additional cost or red tape will be key to any dual use program this task force recommends.   

 

Lastly, of great important is the goal of creating pathways to incorporate Hawaii’s legacy market 

into the regulated market. Building on the lessons of California, Oregon and Colorado, it is 

crucial that Hawaii find ways to offer jobs, ownership opportunities and resources for Hawaii 

residents with experience in this billion-dollar industry. Failure to do so will only result in the 

proliferation of the underground market and failure to harness the true economic potential of this 

industry and the public health objectives of legalization.  

 

 



 

 

Thank you Chairs and members of the committee for your time and attention. If you have any 

questions or need any additional information as you conduct this work, MPP stands ready as a 

resource. I would be happy to help and can be reached at the email address below.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

DeVaughn Ward, Esq.  

Senior Legislative Counsel  

Marijuana Policy Project 

Honolulu, HI  

 

 

 

 

 

 



From:
To: DOH.OMCCR
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Testimony
Date: Sunday, April 24, 2022 10:25:54 AM

I Jesse C would like to submit my Testimony in regards to Legalization of Cannabis in
Hawaii. I'm 49 yrs old and a 329 card holder..I grow my own Meds because I don't like
dispensary Medicinal Cannabis..They are ok but not to my liking. Dispensaries are too
expensive and for the most part Rubbish, over dried over priced junk I always feel ripped off
when i obtain meds from Them. Also patents should still be able to Cultivate without any
Harrasment from Federal or State law enforcement by checking out personal grows and or
testing to prove that homegrown Cannabis is unsafe via pesticides 100% BS.. further more I
believe Hawaii should be part of the American way and legalize this amazing plant for all to
enjoy recreational meds and not let the Big Cannabis corporations take away our rights by
having patients or rec users solely purchasing through Dispensaries! Only! I DO! agree to hold
very strict Laws for Teenagers who are underage and Adults involved in providing to our
Keiki's we should definitely protect them to the highest degree and educate the kids from
Schools and Teachers to inform them of the Dangers in early consumption and possibly
making learning difficult for some..Ive been Growing from the early days passed on from
Generation to Generation..now at 49 I'm suffering from Chronic pain due to 7 operations and
metal in parts of my body.. Growing Cannabis on a personal level not only helps my Chronic
pain but also helps me get through major Depression! Being home and not being able to work
my HVAC and Refrigeration job and watching my wife struggle to make ends meet drives me
Crazy and very Depressed so! just being in my Garden tending to my Plants helps me cope
with Depression..I'm currently filing for full disability..please here my Testimony Mahalo Nui
Loa for your time..Jesse C..

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone



From:
To: DOH.OMCCR
Subject: [EXTERNAL] TESTIMONY SLH, 2021 Act 169.
Date: Sunday, April 24, 2022 9:24:29 AM

Aloha, 

To whom it may concern.  

I live here in Maui and facilitate sacred plant medicine journeys using cannabis as a
psychedelic to help people with PTSD, Trauma, anxieties and addictions.  I am a
trained professional psychedelic guide and certified life coach and use cannabis as
the medicine. I closely follow the protocols of MAPS—the Multi Disciplinary
Association for Psychedelic Studies.  They work closely with Jon Hopkins Medical
Center and other leading Centers and Universities to conduct clinical trials that are
proving the efficacy of cannabis (as a psychedelic) to help people with psychiatric
disorders brought on mainly from trauma. 

I have my medical marijuana card and help people who also hold cards. The work is
transformative and allows someone who has deep rooted trauma to see their
afflictions from different angles and then bring those insights into their everyday
experience.  I help them integrate the inspirations and insights into practical every
day actions that allow them to break deeply held destructive and emotional and
physical patterns, ranging from rage to other sabotaging behaviors. 

I wrote a book called, Breathe, Your Guide to Cannabis, Yoga and Spirituality. In
that book I detail the expansive historical and religious use of cannabis, as well as,
document the healing benefits that come from combining cannabis with breathing to
rebalance the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system. 

It is important to me, in fact it is my life’s mission to be a conduit of healing and
help folks offset the traumas that can arise from simple everyday life, not too
mention horrific tragedies no one should ever have to experience. So that all people
can be contributing happy and balanced members of society.

If I can be of assistance in anyway by providing feedback from clients,  or if you
need to know anything else to prove the efficacy of using medical marijuana for
ailments that surpass the physical body into psychological issues as well, please let
me know. 

Best regards, 

Bre Wolfe



p.s my website and contact info is below

Bre Wolfe

"Sacred Plant Medicine Yoga and Journeys’ mission is to act as conduits of light for planet earths’ healing and
protection. We uplift and heal everything around us as channelers of higher vibrations and frequencies. We protect
all species on the planet and live and play in harmony using ancient wisdom teachings and tools to clear anything
that blocks the flow of higher light frequencies. We playfully help others achieve freedom, adventure, joyful health,
illuminated personal transformation and connection to their true essence.”
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Aloha Task Force.  I am providing testimony in regard to “other states cannabis programs” and the 

model that will be most successful for Hawaii.   

My name is Jason Hanley and I am the owner of Care Waialua Farm the largest 329 patient cooperative 
farm in Hawaii with over 1000. 329 card holder patients. In the last testimony submitted for HB2260, 
many questions were asked of the DOH regarding cooperatives and how to regulate cooperatives. I 
hope to address this issue and how Hawaii can tackle both regulation of cooperatives, and build a 
successful program that allows both dispensaries and a local cannabis industry to co-exist. 
 
The state of Maine is now the leading program in the U.S.  The Maine Office of Marijuana Policy has now 
developed a 21 and over program recreational program, established in 2016, that coexist with their 
current medical program, established in 2009.  The program now set up laws and regulation to address 
the many issues dealing with establishing a recreational program.  Issues such as equality in the market, 
safety, compliance, taxation, licensing, etc.  
 
Maine has a population of 1.5 million people, almost identical to Hawaii’s population.  In 2016, Maine 
took the same journey by allowing dispensaries to take the lead.  After a failed attempt to get affordable 
medication to people, the medical system started growing fast with cooperatives and local business 
needing a legal avenue to sell cannabis patient to patients. Laws were quickly adapted to do so within 
the medical cannabis system with a simple caveat that all business register through the state and pay 
taxes on their good sold. It succeeded.  
 
In 2016, The Marijuana Legalization Act was created which includes both mandatory and discretionary 
rulemaking intended to establish a regulatory framework governing adult use marijuana in Maine. 
Broadly, Title 28-B, Section 104 states that the Department of Administrative and Financial Services shall 
“adopt all rules necessary to implement, administer and enforce” the Marijuana Legalization Act.  In 
addition, the statute specifies rulemaking in areas including, but not limited to, tracking marijuana 
plants and product, enforcement and compliance, health and safety data, labeling and packaging, and 
licensing and fees. 
 
In my opinion the most important goal that was achieved by the Marijuana Legalization Act was the 
development of fair costs for a local person to join the cannabis industry.  To date Maine has given out 
190 cultivation licenses, 117 manufacturing licenses, 268 store licenses, 5 testing licenses through the 
Adult License Program.  The state of Maine has succeeded in providing affordable medicine for the 
community and earned 81 million dollars in retail cannabis products sold in 2021.   
 
I have spoked to Josh Green and other about recreational cannabis and my biggest concern is their 
needs to be a solid policy in place for the local people and communities of Hawaii to create our cannabis 
industry and not allowing big business to control the legacy cannabis industry developed by the people 
of Hawaii for over 50 years now. Hawaii must develop a horizontal industry with controls on outside 
state entities.   All our current dispensaries are  



funded by big business and this drives the prices to be unaffordable to medical patients. A Maine style 
policy will control large entities at a minimum by capping the size of a cultivation site to 20,000 sq ft.   
 
In conclusion, the DOH and the task force have a chance to lead Hawaii into the most successful models 
in history resulting in access to affordable medicine to all and thousands of needed jobs resulting in 
needed tax revenue.  
 
 
Mahalo, 
Jason Hanley 
Care Waialua Farm (owner) 

 
 

 





safely or at least find a way for the cost to be covered by Hawaii Quest.  If you
have any questions please let me know.

Aloha, Sanford



From:
To: DOH.OMCCR
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Testimony for 4/25/2022 Task Force Meeting
Date: Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:56:01 PM

Aloha

Thanks for allowing me to share my testimony for the 04/25/2022 meeting, Agenda items 5 and 6. 

- Recreational cannabis is legal in 20 states, almost half of the U.S. States.

- Use of Cannabis is much safer and has much less detrimental and long term effects than smoking
and alcohol. The latter two  both being legal

- No fatal overdoses have been reported in the medical Literature

- Recreational use would be a tremendous increase in tax revenue for the State

- The DOH has done a great job managing and controlling medical marijuana. We have confidence
that they can effectively manage recreational as well.   

-- 
Mark Gordon
Waikoloa HI.



From:
To: DOH.OMCCR
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Testimony
Date: Thursday, April 21, 2022 10:24:20 PM

I’m a retired Military Man diagnosed with Terminal Prostatic Cancer since 2016. One
year ago I was given 4-6 months to live. Thank God for this program and the dedication it’s
shown to me and many others. January of this year I started the RSO  concentrates. Today I’m
pain free on most days and have recovered from all Cancer symptoms. This program has given
me a second chance and new outlook on life. It has improved my eye sight, diabetes, snoring,
tremors in my hands are gone. If this isn’t enough proof. Try it yourself. 



From:
To: DOH.OMCCR
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Testimony
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 11:05:03 AM

Aloha,
My name is Elizabeth Rodgers and I have debilitating fibromyalgia and had to quit my job as an RN which I loved
because one day I felt achy. The ache never went away! It just got worse and worse and is still absolutely awful!! I
have suffered for the last 15 years with this disorder! I have been on as much as 240 mgs of morphine a day and
that‘ just got me out of bed’! I have been able to wean myself down to 60 mgs of morphine by using medical
cannabis!

I can not tell you how grateful I am that the State of Hawaii has this program in place. The medical cannabis truly
quells the pain I deal with everyday! It has improved the quality of my life beyond my expectations. Please don’t
discontinue this program. The people who grow the
cannabis really, truly know what they are doing! I took one puff and my pain went from a 6 - 7
down to a 3!! I was so excited and happy that I finally had something to ease my pain!

According to the McGill pain scale Fibromyalgia is directly under ‘Childbirth’ as one of the most painful things a
person can endure! Fibromyalgia pain ranks higher than sprains, bone breaks,
tooth fractures, arthritis, post-shingles nerve pain, chronic back pain, phantom limb pain and cancer!

You have no idea how much pain those of us with this type of debilitating fibromyalgia suffer!
It is like the worst flu you’ve ever had and it doesn’t go away! Day after day all we think about is
what will my pain be like today!? To get out of bed every morning my pain is a solid 8!! With “MEDICAL
CANNABIS” available to those of us who have tried every known to mankind, I.e., white willow bark, wild lettuce
tincture, essential oils, massage, exercise, positive thinking.
Medical cannabis has been a true blessing! Please remember that many of us are on social security / disability and
the medical cannabis is pricey but it works!

Mahalo for your time and consideration for keeping the Medical Cannabis program in place.

Most sincerely,
Elizabeth M. Rodgers

Sent from my iPad







TIME TO TAKE A BITE OUT OF CRIME 
Department of Health Medical Cannabis Registry Program  Scott Goold 
Dual Use of Cannabis Task Force  
April 25, 2022 

On 4.20 this past week, I rallied with local officials and politicians interested in cannabis reform 
to commemorate the national and state observation. Legalization will make it safer for users and 
the public, while taking advantage of the revenue legal sales will bring to small businesses, 
increased tax revenue for government, and job opportunities for workers. 

Our current cannabis decriminalization model has not been competently designed. We somewhat 
accept use, but consumers purchase products from illicit and illegal operations. We are funding 
drug cartels, criminals and gangs, It’s time to take a Bite Out of Crime — by legalizing.  

Hawai’i legalized medical cannabis in 2000. For 22 years, we have witnessed responsible 
behavior by the current 35,000 patients and 18 dispensaries (1 Kaua’i, 3 Maui, 8 O’ahu, and 6 
Big Island). This history documents amazing innovation and business development by the 
industry.  

The medical cannabis model provides a framework for legalization of recreational cannabis in 
Hawai’i. Canada, Mexico, and most of the entire western U.S. have legalized. 

Scott Goold 1 April 25, 2022



Cannabis reform does not mean you plan to consume cannabis or support use. You might oppose 
use. Yet over 25% of our local population use cannabis recreationally. We can’t ignore this fact. 

I do not use alcohol. Consumption leads to domestic violence issues, drunk driving, addiction 
and health problems. However, I do not shame those who drink responsibly, nor would I call for 
return to 1920 prohibition. We accept people are FREE to decide in America. Thus, we focus on 
education programs to teach responsible use of cannabis and all recreational substances. 

Although a strong majority of residents support cannabis reform, older people are less enthused. 
Many are “Just Say No” Reaganites. In addition, our Asian population is socially conservative 
and quite opposed to cannabis. They drink barrels of alcohol, heavily smoke tobacco, vape 
nicotine, and tolerate deadly, addictive opioid prescription and other drugs.  
 

DO YOU SUPPORT LEGALIZATION OF RECREATIONAL CANNABIS? 

Gov Dave Ige, Asian heritage from Okinawa, refused to sign the cannabis decriminalization bill 
in 2019. He still prefers to put cannabis users in prison, while accepting friends and family who 
smoke a cigar and enjoy an alcoholic beverage. 

We are smart and compassionate people. We need to end this broken public policy. 

Scott Goold 2 April 25, 2022



PROTECT OUR KEIKI AND MOST VULNERABLE 
We can better protect our keiki using a regulated framework. We recognize illegal operations sell 
their products to anyone — including teens and kids — and these sales support drugs cartels, 
gangs, criminals and human sex trafficking. Legal operations do not sell to kids.  

REDUCE THE BURDER ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND COURTS 
Our police, courts, jails, prisons and justice system are overcrowded in part due to cannabis 
prohibition. We have far more important concerns facing us. 

Legalization relieves law enforcement of the burden of enforcing — saves departments money 
Saves court and corrections resources as well. 

We permit responsible consumption of alcohol, smoking tobacco, vaping nicotine, and use of 
many prescription drugs that can be deadly. The example set by the medical cannabis community 
has been outstanding. Prohibition has not reduced use or supply. We have more and stronger 
cannabis than in 1970. The war has failed. We must move forward. 

STIMULATE SMALL BUSINESS AND INNOVATION 
Life is challenging in the islands. Cannabis legalization has proven to create good paying jobs, 
stimulate small business innovation and energize new sectors of the economy.  

In 2019, Colorado Cannabis Tax Revenue Surpassed $1 Billion. Total sales exceeded $6.56 
billion since recreational market opened in 2014.  

New Mexico legalized April 2022. First week of operation, small businesses in New Mexico 
reported over $6.1 million in adult-use sales. Combined with medical cannabis sales, retailers 
generated nearly $10 million in sales.  The state has issued 151 retail licenses, covering nearly 1

250 locations for the state’s 2 million residents.  

“New Mexicans supported cannabis businesses in record numbers this week. 
Through careful regulatory planning hand-in-hand with industry, New Mexico 
cannabis producers have done something that’s never been done before. This week 
is something we can all be proud of.” 
  CCD Director Kristen Thomson 

The new industry in New Mexico is projected to generate over $300 million annually in sales, 
create more than 11,000 jobs, and bring in $50 million in state revenue in the first year alone. 

On April 21, 2022, New Jersey became the 18th state in the nation to legalize the sale of 
recreational cannabis to consumers 21 and older. The state prioritizing granting licenses to 
dispensaries run by minorities, women and disabled Veterans, especially those whose careers 
have been harmed by marihuana convictions on their records. 

 https://www.krqe.com/news/marijuana/new-mexicos-earnings-from-one-week-of-cannabis-sales/1

Scott Goold 3 April 25, 2022





From:
To: DOH.OMCCR
Subject: [EXTERNAL] testimony
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 6:28:00 PM
Attachments: Cannabis in Hawaii Dual Use Task Force-1.pdf

Aloha,

I am submitting written testimony for the 04/25/2022 meeting, agenda item #8.

Please see attached PDF.

mahalo,
JC



April 22, 2022

FROM:  John Calvert, 
TO:  Hawaii DOH Dual Use of Cannabis Task Force
RE:  Testimony for Agenda Item 8, Discussion regarding identification of key cannabis issues

Aloha Members of the Task Force:

The subject of my testimony is medicinal cannabis in the state of Hawaii. 

(Abbreviations used:  MCP = Medical Cannabis Program; DOH = Dept. of Health; DOA = Dept. of 
Agriculture.)

I'm a former Hawaii hemp pilot program licensee and current Hawaii MCP licensee.

I strongly urge the Hawaii state government to modernize and update its legal interpretations and regulations 
regarding cannabis, which is a uniquely valuable plant with very diverse characteristics.

My first point is:  all types of cannabis that contain significant amounts of cannabinoids are, in fact, medicinal.  
This includes some types of hemp. 

The current classification of cannabis as either "medical cannabis," "recreational cannabis/marijuana," or 
"hemp" is erroneous and misleading.  The use of the term industrial hemp should be restricted, legally, to 
cannabis that contains little to no cannabinoids (THC, CBD, etc.)  This means high-CBD hemp should not be 
classified as industrial hemp from a legal standpoint.  The term, industrial hemp, should mean cannabis grown 
solely for food (seed or oil), fuel (oil), fiber, or for soil bioremediation, while also meeting the federal 
government's classification as hemp (cannabis with 0.3% THC or less).

The term medicinal rightly conveys the use of cannabis as a medicine, not as a recreational drug or intoxicant.  
How many cannabis users in Hawaii are using cannabis as a medicine?  How many of these are not licensed 
under the state Medical Cannabis Program?  What are the demographics?  These are very good questions, and 
the DOH should conduct an unbiased survey to determine the answers.  

Legitimate medicinal uses of cannabis include:  pain relief, stress relief, anti-anxiety, anti-depressant, sleep aid, 
anti-inflammatory, hunger-inducing, mood elevation.

It's easy to see that medicinal cannabis is an "old person's drug"; but, it goes beyond that, because people of all 
ages can suffer from physical or mental health conditions for which the above mentioned medicinal uses are 
helpful.  These conditions often don't overlap the state MCP classifications for qualifying medical conditions, or
don't reach the degree of severity to meet the qualifying conditions.  Yet these are still legitimate, helpful uses 
of medicinal cannabis.  Why keep this away from people who benefit from proper use?

There are thus two types of medicinal cannabis:  1) that which contains significant amounts of THC, and 2) that 
which contains very low amounts of THC, but high amounts of either CBD or CBG.

The scientific term for (1) above is "Cannabis chemotypes I and II".  The scientific term for (2) above is 
"Cannabis chemotypes III and IV".  (I abbreviate these classifications as: Type 1/2 and Type 3/4.  Industrial 
hemp is Type 5 and has no medicinal value.)

Current legal language in Hawaii differentiates these forms of cannabis as "medical cannabis" and "hemp".  



Again, these misleading terms paint cannabis as something that's not generally medicinal, even though it is.  
The word medical implies being used only for medical reasons, meaning specific debilitating medical 
conditions.  The word hemp (or industrial hemp) implies no medicinal use at all, but rather an agricultural 
product grown by the acre, tens of acres, or hundreds of acres (i.e. Type 5).

Neither of these currently used terms convey what cannabis really is.  Federal legal language also doesn't 
convey the true value of cannabis, and hence the historic and ongoing federal war against this plant.  Although 
Hawaii allows some growing of cannabis for medicinal purposes, the state government is still largely playing 
along with the federal war on cannabis.

The current situation is, the state DOH regulates the growing of Type 1/2 medicinal cannabis, while the state 
DOA regulates the growing of Type 3/4 medicinal cannabis.  Why is the DOA regulating medicinal cannabis?  
The reason is because of the federal government's erroneous classification of Type 3/4 as hemp, and the fact 
that the state government is still playing along with the federal war on cannabis.

Type 3/4 medicinal cannabis flowers and extracts – i.e high CBD or CBG, with very low THC – should be 
widely available to adults in the state of Hawaii, and not just available to those who have a state MCP license, 
or those who have a federal DOA hemp license.  How low is low THC?  The most logical threshold, in terms of
the logistics of cultivating Type 3/4 (high CBD) plants, is 1% THC.  (The federal war on cannabis sets the max. 
amount of THC in "hemp" to 0.3% – an arbitrary threshold that is completely detached from both the realities of
cultivation, and any concern around possible psychoactive effects.)

Why does growing medical cannabis plants in Hawaii require a state license, while growing hemp plants require
a federal license – when medical cannabis flowers usually contain lots of THC, and CBD/CBG hemp flowers 
contains little to no THC?  If the state allows the growing of high-THC plants with a state license, the state 
should then also allow the growing of low-THC plants with a state license, or no license.  This would, of course,
run the state afoul with federal regulations, but in a vastly less serious way than state MCP cultivation and sales 
are currently afoul with federal regulations.

I conclude by strongly recommending that the Hawaii DOH should regulate the growing and processing of all 
medicinal cannabis in the state, meaning Type 1/2 (THC) and Type 3/4 (CBD/CBG).

I urge the DOH to:

• draft legislation to open the licensing of medicinal cannabis to all adults in Hawaii.
• draft legislation to legalize the flowers and extracts of all types of medicinal cannabis.
• not to use the word "recreational" in its official designation of legal, non-medical cannabis.

Further, the Hawaii DOA should submit a hemp production plan to the federal DOA, and that plan should 
specify that the Hawaii DOH will regulate the growing and processing of all types of cannabis in the state, 
except for industrial hemp (Type 5) which would be regulated by the Hawaii DOA.

mahalo,
John Calvert

Farmer, father, and business owner
Kapoho, Big Island



From:
To: DOH.OMCCR
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Testimony for Dual Use of Cannabis Task Force Meeting 04/25
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 12:17:00 PM
Attachments: 2022-04-25 Testimony DualUseOfCannabisTaskForce.docx

2022-04-25 Testimony DualUseOfCannabisTaskForce.pdf

Aloha, 

My name is Tatyanna Serraro, and I am currently a student at the University of Hawaii at Manoa William S.
Richardson School of Law. I have prepared and attached testimony for the Dual Use of Cannabis Task Force
Meeting scheduled for Monday, April 25, 2022 at 12:00pm. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Best,
Tatyanna

Tatyanna Nichele Serraro | she/her/hers
Juris Doctor Candidate, Class of 2023
University of Hawai'i at Manoa | William S. Richardson School of Law



Testimony in support of Dual Use of Cannabis in Hawaiʼi 

 

Department of Health 

Office of Medical Cannabis Control & Regulation 

 

April 25, 2022 

12:00pm 

 

Aloha, my name is Tatyanna Serraro and I am a student at the University of Hawaiʼi at Mānoa 

William S. Richardson School of Law. I write to lend my support to the dual use of cannabis in 

Hawaiʼi. Legalizing cannabis use can provide greater access to non-medical registrants to 

alleviate pain from other conditions, and the recreational use market would generate significant 

tax revenue that could be spent on community reinvestment.  

 

The past few years have made abundantly clear that access to non-emergency healthcare can be 

limited by safe-at-home orders and the prioritization of treating pandemic patients. With regard 

to medical cannabis patients, the legalization of cannabis can provide other means of seeking 

relief and symptom management when the medical appointments required for patient registry are 

unavailable. There are also potential cannabis users who do not necessarily meet the qualifying 

debilitating condition requirement. For patients with other conditions, such as occasional 

migraine sufferers, not meeting the qualifying debilitating condition requirement prevents them 

from accessing medical cannabis. I am not suggesting that the list of qualifying conditions 

becomes a laundry list attempting to include every possible ailment, only that legalization would 

allow cannabis use for pain and symptom management for non-qualifying conditions.  

 

The recreational use of cannabis is a multibillion dollar industry that will continue to grow 

whether or not Hawaiʼi legalizes.1 Hawaiʼi should legalize so that tax revenue generated by 

legalization can be used to reinvest in communities disproportionately affected by prior 

criminalization. Prior to decriminalization, Native Hawaiians represented twenty-nine percent of 

adult cannabis possession arrests despite comparable use among other groups2 and only 

representing roughly ten percent of the population in Hawaiʼi.3 It is clear to me that treating these 

groups differently has left communities mistrusting and alienated over time, and cannabis 

legalization presents a unique opportunity to address these concerns. 

 

Thank you for your time and consideration of my testimony. I support the dual use of cannabis 

for its benefit to cannabis users who cannot qualify as medical registrants and for promoting 

community reinvestment. 

 
1 Chris Morris, Legal marijuana sales in the U.S. expected to hit $33 billion this year, Fortune (April 11, 2022), 

https://fortune.com/2022/04/11/legal-marijuana-sales-33-billion2022/#:~:text=Pot%20is%20popular.,2021's%20tot 

al%20of%20%2425%20billion. 
2 Carl Bergquist, Hawaii Can and Should Legalize Cannabis, Honolulu Civil Beat: Community Voice (January 2, 

2018), https://www.civilbeat.org/2018/01/hawaii-can-and-should-legalize-cannabis/. 
3 “QuickFacts Hawaii” U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/HI (July 2021). 




